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ABSTRACT

Arches are frequently used in large span structures like bridges and roofs. Although these structural elements may be prone to various instability phenomena, stocky arches or slender arches with sufficient lateral bracing fail due to plastic collapse instead of in-plane buckling or out-of-plane buckling. The plastic collapse load can be obtained through limit load analyses, making full use of the plastic capacity of the cross-section and possible redistribution of internal forces after formation of the first hinge. This paper describes an analytical approach to obtain the plastic collapse load of circular steel arches subjected to vertical loading. The upper-bound theorem, lower-bound theorem and kinematic admissibility rules of plastic theory were employed to arrive at a plastic collapse load. Reduction of the full plastic moment capacity of the arch cross-section due to the presence of compressive forces was accounted for. An iterative procedure was found necessary to obtain the plastic collapse load since a non-linear relationship was observed between the acting loads and the reduced plastic moment capacity. Finite element analyses were performed to verify analytical results. Good agreement between the suggested iterative procedure and finite element computations was found. Design graphs were developed based on the iterative procedure.

© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Arches are frequently used in large-span roofs and bridges. The structural response of an arch is predominantly governed by the prevention of outward spreading of the supports, due to which the arch resists vertical loading by a combination of both bending and compressive internal forces. As most of the applied load is resisted by means of compressive forces instead of bending moments, arches can be designed with smaller sectional dimensions when compared to other structural shapes. The ratio between bending moments and compression forces in the arch-rib depends predominantly on the loading type and rise-to-span ratio of the arch. For instance: the maximum axial compression is larger in shallow arches than in deep arches. In addition, arches subjected to a central point load display larger bending moments than arches with a uniformly distributed load. With increased slenderness and lack of adequate bracing, arches are often susceptible to instability effects. Much has been reported on the structural stability behavior of steel arches and design rules have been proposed for both in-plane buckling (Fig. 1a) [1,2] and out-of-plane buckling (Fig. 1b) [3–5].

When sufficient bracing is provided, instability of an arch is no longer a decisive design criterion. In such cases the failure load is governed by plastic collapse (Fig. 1c). Linear elastic analyses can be performed to obtain the load level at the onset of yielding, serving as a first estimate of the plastic collapse load. Although this method is very simple it does not take into account the plastic cross-section resistance nor does it account for possible redistribution of bending moments after formation of the first plastic hinge. This would yield conservative results.

1.1. Previous investigations

Analytical expressions to approximate the plastic collapse load were first suggested by Hendry [6]. The reduction of the full plastic moment capacity due to the presence of axial forces was not accounted for and the investigation was confined to parabolic arches. Onat and Prager [7] analyzed pin-supported circular arches subjected to a central point load or a uniformly distributed load over a half span or the full span and recognized the detrimental influence of the axial forces in the arch on the plastic collapse load. Circular and parabolic arches, either pin-supported or fixed were investigated by Stevens [8]. He proposed graphical methods to obtain the plastic collapse load. Cornforth and Childs [9] used an iterative technique to find the locations of the yield hinges in a statically indeterminate arch. The full plastic moments were not reduced by the presence of axial forces. Yamasaki and Ishikawa [10] used an analytical approach to investigate the plastic response of circular arches subjected to vertical loading. A kinematic approach was adopted by Maeda and Fujimoto [11] to investigate the plastic collapse...
collapse load of parabolic and circular pin-supported arches. A piece-wise linearized yield contour was adopted and hinge locations were described by differential equations. The methodology was compared to full-scale experiments and moderate to good agreement was found. Design provisions were presented in graphical form, although limited to arches with a rectangular cross-section and a piece-wise linearized yield contour. Cohn and Abdel-Rohman [12] employed a computer method to analyze the elastic-plastic behavior of steel arches. The arch geometry was approximated by a series of straight elements. The influences of an approximated yield contour and taking into account the influences of with respect to the plastic collapse load were examined. The accuracy of the computer method was assessed by comparing results with theoretical work by Onat and Prager [7] and good agreement was found. Chakraborty [13] presents design graphs for circular arches with a rectangular section subjected to a central point load. The design graphs are based on a lower bound and an upper bound approach. Both methodologies required the position on the yield contour for each yield hinge to be assumed beforehand and verified afterwards (i.e. the ratio between bending and axial force is estimated in advance). The in-plane collapse load of pin-supported circular arches with concentrated vertical loads was also investigated by Trahair et al. [14]. First-order plastic analyses were conducted with an in-house developed computer program which made part of a larger study on the structural behavior of steel arches. Closed form expressions to approximate the plastic collapse load were proposed for semi-circular arches by La Poutre and Snijder [15] and later expanded to circular arches with various subtended angles, La Poutre [16]. An upper bound approach was employed based on the principle of virtual work. The influence of the normal force on the plastic capacity of the cross-section was not taken into account. The expressions showed close coherence with finite element results for semi-circular arches but larger discrepancies were observed for arches with smaller subtended angles.

1.2. Scope and aims

The determination of the plastic collapse load of arch structures requires information about the cross-sectional properties, interaction between normal forces and bending moments, and yield hinge locations. Previous analyses have been confined to a single section type, most often rectangular sections or a single type of wide flange section using differential equations. The purpose of this investigation is to study the plastic collapse of circular arcs consisting of steel wide flange sections, the influences of various geometrical factors on the plastic strength and to propose design graphs. The proposed analytical procedure is such that it allows easy change factors on the plastic strength and to propose design graphs. The plastic moment capacity (reduced due to axial forces) is not exceeded anywhere, the collapse mechanism is found with the corresponding plastic collapse load. Finally the mode of deformation is checked to be in agreement with the kinematic admissibility of the collapse mode.

2. Methodology for plastic collapse analysis

To calculate plastic collapse loads, a lower-bound approach, an upper-bound approach or a combination can be used. In this investigation a lower-bound approach is employed and subsequently combined with the upper-bound theorem. First, a bending moment and normal force distribution is assumed that is in equilibrium with the external loads, without violating the yield criterion. Then the upper-bound theorem is applied by assuming a mechanism condition with a sufficient number of plastic hinges, depending on the loading and support conditions. An exact prediction of the collapse load is found when the bending moment distribution satisfies this mechanism condition. If the plastic moment capacity (reduced due to axial forces) is not exceeded anywhere, the collapse mechanism is found with the corresponding plastic collapse load. Finally the mode of deformation is checked to be in agreement with the kinematic admissibility of the collapse mode.

2.1. Hinge locations

A pin-supported arch has one degree of redundancy and so two plastic hinges must form before the arch can be reduced to a collapse mechanism (Fig. 3a). A fixed arch is indeterminate to the third degree and the formation of four hinges is required to obtain the plastic collapse load (Fig. 3b). Possible hinge locations are at the crown, at the supports and between the crown and supports. For symmetrical loading and support conditions the second hinge will appear simultaneously at two different locations on either side of the crown, rendering two hinges in excess of the degree of redundancy instead of one. The formation of three hinges or five

---

**Fig. 1.** Instability and plastic collapse load.

**Fig. 2.** Loadcases and support conditions under investigation.
hinges in a pin-supported arch or fixed arch respectively can take place provided that the arch is mostly under flexural action in which case it fails by a flexural mechanism (Fig. 3c and d). Most arches which have a considerable rise-to-span ratio \( \frac{f}{L} \) fulfill this requirement, as the bending moments allow for the formation of a hinge between the crown and a support (Fig. 3e). However, this provision is jeopardized when the rise-to-span ratio of the arch decreases, in which case the arch is mostly in compression, see also Bakker et al. [19]. One hinge for a pin-supported arch and three hinges for a fixed arch can be sufficient to initiate a compressive mechanism (Fig. 3f). For shallow arches the assumption of a flexural mechanism may therefore yield inaccurate results. Stevens [8] reported that the rise-to-span ratio \( \frac{f}{L} \) should be greater than 0.25 and the maximum axial force should not exceed 40% of the squash load of the cross-section in order to ensure that the arch is to a large extent subjected to bending. Whether a correct mechanism has been selected can be examined by checking the kinematic admissibility of the collapse mode.

Omitting the reduction of the full plastic moment would oversimplify the computations, since the use of a yield contour becomes obsolete and arch failure is governed by the full plastic moment capacity. In that situation plastic collapse loads will be overestimated. The extent of overestimation depends on the loads, support conditions and rise-to-span ratio of the arch [8]. Cohn and Abdel-Rohman [12] showed that by not taking into account the normal forces an overestimation of the collapse load by 53% is found for a pin-supported arch subjected to uniformly distributed loading.

2.2. Assumptions

The proposed analyses are based on the 1st order plastic theory: equilibrium is defined with respect to the undeformed shape of the arch. The moment-curvature relationship of the cross-section is assumed to be of the rigid-plastic type (Fig. 4a) implying that no deformations take place until the plastic collapse load is attained. The cross-section of the arch is such that the attainment of the plastic capacity takes place prior to local buckling. In addition, the section must be able to deliver sufficient rotation during plastic bending in order to allow redistribution of forces. In practice, this means that only wide flange sections belonging to class 1 according to Eurocode 3 EN 1993-1-1 [20] will suffice. The influence of shear forces is not taken into account, since its presence is only of influence for arches with very short spans and large section heights. An overestimation of the plastic collapse load of only 4% was observed by Cohn and Abdel-Rohman [12] when the influence of shear forces was omitted for a fixed arch subjected to a central point load. Positive values of moments correspond to tensile stresses at the inner fibers of the arch (sagging moments). Compressive forces and tensile forces in the arch are denoted as negative and positive, respectively.

2.3. Yield contour and normality rule

The full plastic moment is reduced due to the presence of axial forces as characterized by a so-called yield contour. Although an accurate description of the yield contour is available in the literature, the contour for the I-sections under investigation is approximated by a simple bi-linear relationship. For an I-section bent about its major axis the yield contour \( \psi \) can be expressed as follows:

\[
\psi = \begin{cases} 
\frac{M}{M_p} - 1.0 = 0 & \text{for } 0 \leq \frac{N}{N_p} \leq 0.153 \\
1.18 \left(1.0 - \frac{N}{N_p}\right) \frac{M}{M_p} = 0 & \text{for } 0.153 \leq \frac{N}{N_p} \leq 1.0 
\end{cases}
\]

in which \( M_p \) is the full plastic moment, \( M \) is the bending moment, \( N \) is the axial force and \( N_p \) is the full axial force capacity or squash load of the section. As the yield contour is symmetric with respect to the coordinate axes, only one quadrant is shown in Fig. 4(b). The
finite rotation ($\phi$), contraction ($\delta$), curvature ($\kappa$) and axial strain ($e$) are related to one another by the normality rule (Fig. 4b and c):

$$\frac{dM}{dN} = \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial N} = -\frac{\epsilon}{K} = \pm \frac{1.18M_{pl}}{N_{pl}} = \pm \frac{\delta}{\phi} \quad \text{for} \quad 0.153 \leq \left| \frac{N}{N_{pl}} \right| \leq 1$$

(2)

$$\frac{dM}{dN} = 0 \quad \text{for} \quad 0 \leq \left| \frac{N}{N_{pl}} \right| \leq 0.153$$

(3)

The upper sign corresponds to the case when the moments and normal forces in the plastic hinge have the same sign (being either positive or negative) and the lower sign holds true when the moments and normal forces have opposite sign. The suggested approximation of the plastic moment capacity by a bi-linear curve is quite acceptable for structural design and has been proposed earlier: Trahair et al. [21]. An identical approximation of the reduced full plastic moment for arches was used earlier by Trahair et al. [14].

3. Analyses

3.1. Pin-supported arch with central point load

Symmetrical boundary conditions are imposed so that only one half of the arch need be considered (Fig. 5a). The arch geometry is expressed by the arch radius $R$ and subtended angle $2\gamma$: It is assumed that plastic hinge no. 1 at $\theta = \Theta_1 = 0$ has a reduced plastic moment capacity $M_{pl1;red}$ and plastic hinge at $\theta = \Theta_2$ has a reduced plastic moment capacity $M_{pl2;red}$ (Fig. 5b) due to the presence of normal force $N_1$ and $N_2$, respectively, where $\theta$ is the angular coordinate for which $0 \leq \theta \leq \gamma$. The reduced plastic moment capacity of all hinges is based on Eq. (1). Replacing plastic hinge no.1 by a reacting moment, $M_{pl1;red}$, the vertical ($R_{BH}$) and horizontal reaction forces ($R_{AH}$, $R_{BH}$) are determined from equilibrium conditions as follows:

$$R_{BH} = 1/2F \quad R_{AH} = R_{BH} = \frac{1/2FRC\sin \gamma - M_{pl1;red}}{R(1 - \cos \gamma)}$$

(4)

Since no horizontal loads act on the arch, the horizontal reaction force at the support equals the compressive force in the plastic hinge at the crown:

$$N \Theta_1 = N(\theta = 0) = -N_1$$

(5)

Substituting Eq. (5) into (4) gives a formula for the plastic collapse load when a first estimate for $N_1$ is made:

$$F_{est} = \frac{2(M_{pl1;red} + N_1R(C\cos \gamma - 1))}{R\sin \gamma}$$

(6)

The bending moment and compressive force distribution along the arch-rib are described as follows:

$$M(\theta) = M_{pl1;red} + R_{BH}(1 - \cos \theta) - 1/2FR \sin \theta$$

$$N(\theta) = -R_{BH} \cos \theta - R_B \sin \theta$$

(7)

(8)

The bending moment distribution is based on the assumption that only plastic hinge 1 has been formed. In order to reduce the arch to a collapse mechanism an extra hinge is assumed at angular coordinate $\Theta_2$ where the bending moment equals the reduced plastic moment.

$$M(\Theta_2) = M_{pl2;red}$$

(9)

Combining (4), (7), (9) and solving for $F$ (which then is the plastic collapse load $F_{pl}$) results in the plastic collapse load as a function of the reduced bending moment capacity of the plastic hinges:

$$F_{pl} = \frac{2(M_{pl2;red} - (M_{pl1;red} + M_{pl2;red}) \cos \gamma + M_{pl1;red} \cos \Theta_2)}{R(\sin(\gamma - \Theta_2) - \sin \gamma + \sin \Theta_2)}$$

(10)

The location of the plastic hinge between the crown and the support can be obtained by solving for $\Theta_2$ from the equation $dF_{pl}/d\Theta_2 = 0$ resulting in:

$$\Theta_2 = \arccos\left(\frac{-M_{pl1;red}M_{pl2;red} + M_{pl1;red}C \sin \gamma + 4\sqrt{M_{pl1;red}^2 \cos(1/2)) \sin^2(1/2)}}{M_{pl1;red} + 2M_{pl1;red}M_{pl2;red} + 2M_{pl2;red} - 2M_{pl2;red} \cos \gamma}\right)$$

(11)

where

$$C = M_{pl1;red} + M_{pl2;red}$$

(12)

The second plastic hinge emerges at the location of the maximum negative or hogging moment. This location coincides with the location where the tangent to the arch geometry is equal to the gradient of the funicular line (Fig. 5b). The normal force in hinge 2 equals the compressive action in the funicular line:

$$N_2 = N(\theta = \Theta_2) = \sqrt{R_{BH}^2 + R_{BV}^2} = R_B$$

(13)

An iterative procedure is required to determine the collapse force since the compressive force at the crown $N_1$ and the corresponding reduced plastic moment $M_{pl1;red}$ are not known in advance. A first assumption for the compressive force at the crown produces a first estimate of $M_{pl1;red}$ and thus a first plastic collapse load $F_{est}$ from (6). Subsequently the compressive force at the second hinge $N_2$ is determined by substituting $F_{est}$ for $F$ into Eq. (4) and employing Eq. (13). The accompanying reduced plastic moment $M_{pl2;red}$ can be obtained from the $M-N$ relationship in (1), and subsequently $F_{pl}$ can be determined with Eq. (10). Two different plastic collapse loads are found: $F_{pl}$ and $F_{est}$. The possible mismatch between $F_{pl}$ and $F_{est}$ is caused by an erroneous approximation of $N_1$ and requires a second assumption for the normal force $N_1$ to start the procedure again. An accurate estimate of $N_1$ can be made with the (iterative) bisection method (Fig. 6). When $N_1$ is assumed too small: $F_{est} > F_{pl}$ If $N_1$ is assumed too large: $F_{est} < F_{pl}$. When the difference between $F_{pl}$ and $F_{est}$ is within a specified tolerance $e$, the normal force $N_1$ at the onset of plastic collapse is found and the iterations are stopped. For all analyses $e$ was set at 0.001. The plasticity condition requires that the reduced plastic moment of every cross-section along the arch is not exceeded. This is verified by:

$$M(\theta) \leq |M_{pl1;red}(\theta)|$$

(14)

The examination of the kinematic admissibility is given in Section 3.4.

3.2. Pin-supported arch with uniformly distributed load

Analogously to an arch subjected to a central point load applied at the crown, the reaction forces for an arch with a uniformly distributed load can be obtained from equilibrium equations (Fig. 7a).
The acting normal force at the crown $N_1$ is not known beforehand, an iterative procedure is required to arrive at the plastic collapse load. With a first estimate of $N_1$, $M_{pl1,red}$ and $q_{est}$ can be obtained through Eqs. (1) and (16), respectively. Subsequently the compressive force at plastic hinge no. 2 can be determined. For an arch with a central point load the compressive action at hinge no. 2 is not influenced by the angular coordinate $\theta$, as featured by Eq. (13). However, this is not true for an arch with a uniformly distributed load. Due to the non-linear relationship between $N_2$ and $\theta$ the axial force at hinge no. 2 can only be determined by adopting an additional iteration procedure within the overall iteration loop. First an estimate of $N_2$ is made, enabling an approximation of the reduced plastic moment capacity $M_{pl2,red}$ (Fig. 8a). Subsequently $\theta_2$ is determined by substituting $M_{pl1,red}, M_{pl2,red}$ and $\gamma$ into Eq. (20), see Fig. 8b. By substituting $q_{est}$ in (15) to compute the reaction forces and using the obtained value for $R_{BH}$ in Eq. (18), the normal force $N$ is expressed as function of $q_{est}$. The normal force at angular coordinate $\theta = \theta_2, N_{2,trial}$ is obtained (Fig. 8c) by substituting $\theta_2$ for $\theta$ into this expression for the normal force:

$$N_{2,trial} = \frac{1}{2}q_{est}(R\sin(\gamma))^2 - M_{pl1,red}R(1 - \cos(\gamma))$$

Since $N_{2,trial}$ is compared to the first estimate of $N_2$, the loop starts again. The iteration procedure is performed with the bisecion method. Subsequently, the ratio between both values is caused by an erroneous estimate of $N_1$: $N_{2,trial} > N_2$. The ratio between $N_2$ and $N_{2,trial}$ is evaluated for a new estimate of $N_1$:

$$q_{est} = \frac{1}{2}(M_{pl1,red} - N_1R + N_1R\cos(\gamma))$$

The bending moment $M$ and the axial compression $N$ along the arch can be calculated as

$$M(\theta) = M_{pl1,red} + R_{BH}(1 - \cos(\theta)) - \frac{1}{2}qR^2\sin(\theta)$$

$$N(\theta) = -R_{BH}\cos(\theta) - qR(\sin(\theta))^2$$

Hinge locations are at the crown and between the crown and the support, similar to a pin-supported arch subjected to a central point load. Due to symmetric loading conditions it can be assumed that the first hinge will form at the crown, and the second subsequent hinges will develop simultaneously between the crown and supports (Fig. 7b). Hence Eq. (9) also applies to pin-supported arches subjected to a uniformly distributed load. Employing Eqs. (9), (15), (17) and solving for $q$ (which is then the plastic collapse load $q_{pl}$) results in

$$q_{pl} = \frac{4(M_{pl1,red} + M_{pl2,red})/(\cos(\theta_2 - 1)) + 2M_{pl1,red}/(\sin(\gamma)/2)^2}{2R(\sin(\gamma)/2 - \cos(\theta_2))}$$

By setting $dq_{pl}/d\theta_2 = 0$ and solving for $\theta_2$ the location of the hinge between the crown and the support can be obtained

$$\theta_2 = \arccos\left(\frac{-M_{pl2,red} + \sqrt{M_{pl2,red}(M_{pl1,red} + M_{pl2,red}) + (M_{pl1,red} + M_{pl2,red}) - \sqrt{M_{pl2,red}(M_{pl1,red} + M_{pl2,red}) \cos(\gamma)}}}{M_{pl1,red}}\right)$$

Since two iterative procedures are implemented for an arch with a uniformly distributed load there is a possibility that an approximation of $N_1$ can lead to malfunctioning of the second
iterative procedure. Such a situation occurs for shallow arches when in iteration $i$ an underestimate of $N_1$ (overestimation of compressive force at crown) produces a value for $N_2$ equal to $-N_{pl}$, which in turn results in a value for $M_{pl2,red} = 0$, a value of $\theta_2 = \gamma$ and an infinite value for $q_{pl}$. An infinite value will cause the iterative procedure to close down. A check was implemented in order to avoid premature termination of the iterative procedure due to infinite values of $q_{pl}$: if $N_2$ equals $-N_{pl}$, in iteration $i$ then $q_{pl}$ is no longer obtained by substituting $M_{pl2,red} = 0$ and $\theta_2 = \gamma$ into Eq. (19), (which would result in an infinite value for $q_{pl}$) but by taking the limit and ignoring the axial force at the crown:

$$q_{pl} = q_{pl} = \frac{q_{pl}}{M_{pl}}$$

This will automatically initiate a new approximation of $N_1$ in iteration $i + 1$ which is larger (smaller compressive force) than the previous iteration ($N_1(i) < N_1(i + 1)$), rendering a more appropriate value for $N_2$, and $q_{pl}$. To check the plasticity conditions, Eq. (14) is employed.

### 3.3. Fixed arch with central point load

For a fixed arch the internal force distribution is different compared to a pin-supported arch. Moreover, the fixation at the abutments allows the development of two extra hinges at plastic collapse. When considering one half of the arch, the plastic hinges at the crown and at the support can be replaced by reacting bending moments, denoted by $M_{pl1,red}$ and $M_{pl3,red}$, respectively (Fig. 10a).

The ‘free’ bending moment distribution at the onset of plastic collapse (Fig. 10c) can be divided into a reactant moment distribution (Fig. 10d) and an acting moment distribution (Fig. 10e). The first is caused by reacting moments at the crown $M_{pl1,red}$ and abutment $M_{pl3,red}$ replacing the plastic hinges. As it is assumed that both reacting moments are equal they do not cause any reaction forces at the supports and compressive actions in the arch-rib. The acting moment distribution is the result of the central point load at the crown (Fig. 10f) and renders a funicular line inclined to the horizontal plane by angle $\gamma / 2$. Based on $N_1 = -R_{pl}$ and decomposing the reaction forces from the acting moments at the support it can be seen that the compressive forces at the crown $N_1$ and at the support $N_3$ are equal (Fig. 10b and f). This is in accordance with the assumption that both reactant moments are equal. The following simplifications can therefore be made:

$$M_{pl3,red} = M_{pl1,red}$$

$$N_3 = N_1$$

$$\theta_2 = \gamma / 2$$

Considering equilibrium of parts the vertical reaction force and horizontal force can be determined as follows (Fig. 10a):

$$R_{vy} = 1/2F \quad R_{vH} = R_{vH} = 1/2FR \sin\gamma - M_{pl3,red} + M_{pl1,red} \frac{R_1 - \cos\gamma}{1 - \cos\gamma}$$

$$= 1/2FR \sin\gamma$$

$$= R \cos\gamma$$

When employing horizontal equilibrium, Eq. (26) can be rewritten such that a first approximation of the horizontal force $N_1$ produces an estimate of the plastic collapse load $F_{est}$ as follows:

$$F_{est} = \frac{2N_1R \cos\gamma - 1}{R \sin\gamma}$$

---

### Fig. 9. Flow chart of bisection method for arch with a uniformly distributed load with corresponding equation numbers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start: $M_{pl}, N_{pl}, \gamma, R, e$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N_{1,\text{max}}=0, N_{2,\text{max}}=N_{pl}, N_{1}=N_{1,\text{max}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_1 = 0.5(N_{1,\text{max}}+N_{1,\text{max}})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{pl1,red} \rightarrow$ Eq. (1), $q_{pl1} \rightarrow$ Eq. (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{2,\text{max}}=0, N_{2,\text{min}}=N_{pl}, N_{2}=N_{2,\text{min}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_2 = 0.5(N_{2,\text{min}}+N_{2,\text{min}})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{pl2,red} \rightarrow$ Eq. (1), $\theta_2 \rightarrow$ Eq. (20), $N_{2,\text{min}} \rightarrow$ Eq. (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{2,\text{min}}=N_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{2,\text{min}}=N_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{2,\text{min}}=N_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_{pl1}=q_{pl1} \rightarrow$ Eq. (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_{pl1}=q_{pl1} \rightarrow$ Eq. (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{End}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fig. 8. Iteration loop to obtain $N_2$ and $\theta_2$.
The bending moment distribution and normal force distribution can be described by Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively. The fixed arch is reduced to a mechanism when a third hinge appears at angular coordinate \( \theta_2 \) where the hogging moment equals the reduced plastic moment capacity \( M_{pl2,red} \) (Fig. 10b), Eq. (9). Combining Eq. (26) with (7) and (9) yields the plastic collapse load (renaming \( F \) by \( F_{pl} \)) when the 5 hinges are formed in the arch. Using (23) and (25) this can be further simplified to:

\[
F_{pl} = \frac{2(M_{pl2,red} + M_{pl3,red} - (M_{pl1,red} + M_{pl2,red}) \cos \gamma)}{R(-\sin \gamma + 2 \sin(\gamma/2))} \tag{28}
\]

The compressive action at the second plastic hinge \( N_2 \) can be determined with (13) and (26) by substituting \( F_{est} \) for \( F \) which subsequently can be used to find the reduced plastic moment capacity \( M_{pl2,red} \).

A first assumption for the compressive force at the crown \( N_1 \) allows an estimate of the plastic moment capacity at the crown \( M_{pl1,red} \) with Eq. (1) and an estimate for \( F_{est} \) with Eq. (27). \( F_{est} \) is then used to obtain the reaction forces \( R_{BH} \) and \( R_{BV} \) with Eq. (26). These reaction forces are subsequently substituted into Eq. (13) to evaluate the compressive force at the second hinge \( N_2 \) which in turn can be used to obtain \( M_{pl2,red} \). Based on the equality \( M_{pl1,red} = M_{pl3,red} \), the plastic collapse load \( F_{pl} \) can be determined with Eq. (28). Similarly as for the previous two load cases, any value of \( N_1 \) will yield two different collapse loads: \( F_{est} \) and \( F_{pl} \). The discrepancy between \( F_{est} \) and \( F_{pl} \) is caused by an erroneous approximation of \( N_1 \) and requires a second assumption for \( N_1 \) to start the procedure again. The bisection method is used to make an accurate estimate for \( N_1 \). The same flow scheme as presented in Fig. 6 for the pin-supported arch can be employed, but the equilibrium equations must be altered according to Table 1 to render the method applicable for fixed arches. If \( N_1 \) is assumed too large:

\( F_{est} < F_{pl} \) when \( N_1 \) is assumed too small: \( F_{est} > F_{pl} \) (taking into account the sign convention for compressive forces). The iterations are stopped when the difference between \( F_{est} \) and \( F_{pl} \) is within the tolerance limit \( \varepsilon \). The reduced plastic moment of every cross-section should not be exceeded by the acting moments which must be verified through Eq. (14).

### 3.4. Kinematic admissibility

In the preceding sections a sufficient number of hinges was introduced which initiates a plastic collapse mechanism. However, in order to make sure that the prescribed mechanism will indeed develop and that the solution is physically meaningful, its associated collapse mechanism must be checked for kinematic admissibility. The rotations \( \phi_i \) and contractions \( \delta_i \) in plastic hinge \( i \) are shown in Fig. 11, where subscript \( i \) denotes the number of the plastic hinges according to Fig. 3c and d. The size of the deformations at plastic collapse load cannot be determined, since the material displays plastic yielding under constant force. Therefore, the rotations and contractions are normalized with respect to \( \delta_1 \).

The kinematic admissibility requires that for the prescribed mechanism to develop, the following conditions have to be met (Fig. 11):

\[
A_{\text{int}}/\varphi \geq 0 \tag{29}
\]

\[
\varphi_2/\varphi_1 \geq 0 \tag{30}
\]

\[
\varphi_3/\varphi_1 \geq 0 \tag{31}
\]

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pin-supported</th>
<th>Fixed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( R_{BH}, R_{BV} )</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \varphi )</td>
<td>(11)</td>
<td>(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_r )</td>
<td>(10)</td>
<td>(28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_{est} )</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>(27)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 10.** Half-arch of symmetric structure, bending moment distribution and force decomposition at support.

**Fig. 11.** Collapse mechanism (deformations and rotations shown as positive).
Eq. (29) ensures that the crown moves in the same direction as the acting load, resulting in a positive plastic collapse load. Eqs. (30) and (31) ensure that negative (hogging) moments occur at plastic hinge 2 and positive (sagging) moments at plastic hinge 3. The downward displacement of the center of the arch can be obtained by considering the effect of each partial displacement, see Chakrabarty [13]:

\[ A_{hor} = (1/2L - x_2)\phi_2 - 1/2L\phi_1 + \phi_3 \sin \theta_2 + \phi_2 \sin \gamma \]  

where \( L \) and \( x_2 \) are the horizontal span length and horizontal position of plastic hinge no. 2 respectively. Based on geometry considerations the following equations hold:

\[ L = 2R \sin \gamma \quad x_2 = 1/2L - R \sin \theta_2 \]  

In view of the normality rule in conjunction with the sign convention, the following relations can be derived:

\[ \frac{c_1}{\phi_1} = c_1 \frac{c_2}{\phi_2} = c_2 \frac{c_3}{\phi_3} = c_3 \]  

For a pin-supported arch without a plastic hinge at the support, \( c_3 = 0 \). For a fixed arch \( c_3 = c_1 \). The closure of the arch segments is given by the following relationship:

\[ \phi_3 = \phi_2 - \phi_1 \]  

The condition of zero horizontal displacement at the center of the arch can be obtained considering the geometry as follows:

\[ A_{hor} = f\phi_3(f - y_2)\phi_2 + \phi_3 \cos \theta_2 + \phi_2 \cos \gamma = 0 \]  

where \( f \) is the rise of the arch and \( y_2 \) the vertical position of plastic hinge no. 2 (Fig. 11). The rise of the arch and the vertical position of the second hinge can be obtained by the following equation:

\[ f = R(1 - \cos \gamma) \quad y_2 = f - R(1 - \cos \theta_2) \]  

Using Eqs. (34) and (35) in conjunction with (36), Eq. (30) can be rewritten as:

\[ \frac{\phi_2}{\phi_1} = \frac{f - c_1 + c_3 \cos \gamma}{y_2 + c_2 \cos \theta_2 + c_3 \cos \gamma} \geq 0 \]  

Combining (35) and (38) yields a new expression for Eq. (31):

\[ \frac{\phi_2}{\phi_1} = \frac{f - y_2 - c_1 - c_2 \cos \theta_2}{y_2 + c_2 \cos \theta_2 + c_3 \cos \gamma} \geq 0 \]  

Similarly, the kinematic requirement featured by Eq. (29) can be obtained by employing (33), (34) and (38):

\[ \frac{A_{hor}}{\phi_1} = \frac{f - c_1 + c_3 \cos \gamma}{y_2 + c_2 \cos \theta_2 + c_3 \cos \gamma}(-x_2 + c_2 \sin \theta_2 + c_3 \sin \gamma) \]  

\[ + (1/2L - c_3 \sin \gamma) \geq 0 \]  

For a pin-supported arch Eqs. (40) and (38) must be satisfied. For a fixed arch an additional kinematic admissibility requirement is necessary: Eq. (39). These kinematic admissibility requirements will be used later to check the validity of the calculated collapse loads.

4. Comparisons with previous studies

Before proceeding to a comparison between the suggested iterative method and finite element calculations for wide flange sections, the iterative method is compared to design formulae from earlier studies. The comparisons are supplemented with the kinematic admissibility requirements presented in Section 3.4.

4.1. Experiments by Maeda and Fujimoto

Full-scale tests on circular arches made from welded box-sections were performed by Maeda and Fujimoto [11] (Fig. 12). The arches had a span \( L \) of 4000 mm and were constrained against out-of-plane deflections ensuring that the in-plane plastic collapse load would be attained. Experimental collapse loads (\( F_{pl}^{(Exp)} \)) from pin supported arches subjected to a central point load at the crown and a uniformly distributed load are presented for comparison with the proposed iterative method (\( F_{pl}^{(Iterative)} \)) in Table 2. The ratio is computed as:

\[ \frac{F_{pl}^{(Exp)}}{F_{pl}^{(Iterative)}} \]

It can be seen that the iterative method is able to approximate the experimental collapse loads for a central point load quite well. However it overestimates the plastic collapse loads for arches with uniformly distributed loading.

The experimentally obtained load-deflection curves for tests A-1 and A-3 are shown in Fig. 12, in addition to numerical elastic-plastic computations by Maeda and Fujimoto. The plastic collapse load obtained by the iterative method is displayed by the horizontal dashed line. It can be seen that the numerical analyses are able to replicate the experimental load-deflection curve quite well for the arch with a central point load. Larger discrepancies are observed for the uniformly distributed load. Both the iterative method and the numerical computations overestimate the experimentally obtained plastic collapse load. In all cases the kinematic admissibility requirements were met.

4.2. Chakrabarty

The proposed iterative method is also compared to analytically obtained collapse loads presented by Chakrabarty [13]. A circular arch with developed arch length of \( S = 8 \) m is analyzed for a solid
material is depth tral point load. The dimensions of the rectangular solid section are:


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>2(^{\circ})</th>
<th>Loadcase</th>
<th>Iterative method</th>
<th>Exp. [11]</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Central point load</td>
<td>67.6 kN</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-3</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Uniformly distributed load</td>
<td>76.8 kN/m</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Central point load</td>
<td>65.0 kN</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Uniformly distributed load</td>
<td>83.9 kN/m</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The iteration method with influence of normal forces is neglected in the authors’ study, but was taken into account by Cohn and Abdel-Rohman. The small differences between the iterative method and results from Cohn and Abdel-Rohman [12] are attributed to the following. Cohn and Abdel-Rohman investigated rather stocky arches for which the influence of shear forces can be significant. The influence of shear forces is taken into account by Cohn and Abdel-Rohman.

Very good agreement between the iterative method and the graphical solution as presented by Chakrabarty is observed. The discrepancy between both methods is larger for an arch with a small subtended angle.

### 4.3. Cohn and Abdel-Rohman

Cohn and Abdel-Rohman [12] investigated a single arch geometry, partly based on an earlier study carried out by Onat and Prag- err [7] using an in-house developed computer model. They used Imperial units which are converted here to SI units. The circular arch under investigation had a horizontal span \( L = 12.93 \text{ m} \) and a rise \( f = 2.67 \text{ m} \). The subtended angle was varied between 45\(^{\circ}\) and 180\(^{\circ}\) with increments of 45\(^{\circ}\). The results are presented in Table 3. The ratio defined as \( F_{pl} \text{ (Chakrabarty)} / F_{pl} \text{ (Iterative method)} \). The kinematic admissibility requirements were met for all investigated arches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( 2\theta ) (^{\circ})</th>
<th>Iterative method</th>
<th>Chakrabarty [13]</th>
<th>Ratio (-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>4430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>5450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>5530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>5630</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A full comparison is presented in Table 4. The ratio is expressed as \( F_{pl} \text{ (Cohn and Abdel-Rohman)} / F_{pl} \text{ (Iterative method)} \). In all cases the kinematic admissibility requirements were met.

### 4.4. La Poutre and Snijder

The plastic capacity of pin-supported wide flange steel arches with a central point load and with various subtended angles was investigated by La Poutre and Snijder [15] and La Poutre [16]. The arches were studied using analytical and finite element analyses (FEA). The influence of normal forces on the plastic moment capacity was not taken into account as shown in one quadrant of the yield contour in Fig. 13a. Furthermore, it was assumed that the arch fails by a sway mechanism, featuring a total of two plastic hinges at the onset of plastic collapse (Fig. 13b). The analytical and finite element analyses performed by La Poutre and Snijder [15] and La Poutre [16] are compared with the iterative method for HE 600B arches (Fig. 13c) with a yield stress of \( f_y = 291 \text{ N/mm}^2 \) and varying subtended angles and arch radii. Two different yield contours are adopted for the iterative method: the yield contour presented in Section 2.3 and the yield contour shown in Fig. 13a, i.e. no influence of normal forces on the plastic moment capacity.

A full comparison is shown in Tables 5 and 6 for semi-circular arches and arches with smaller subtended angles, respectively. It can be seen that for semi-circular arches the iterative method is able to replicate the results of the analytical method and numerical computations with good accuracy, irrespective of the adopted yield contour. Ignoring the influence of normal forces on the plastic moment capacity has little influence on the plastic collapse load of semi-circular steel arches and can be regarded as a useful simplification. A comparison with FEA results in Table 6 shows that the analytical model of La Poutre [16] and the iterative method, without the influence of normal forces, for arches with smaller subtended angles produce significant overestimations in plastic collapse load. The iterative method with influence of normal forces gives a better approximation of the plastic collapse load, indicating

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supports</th>
<th>Load case</th>
<th>Iterative method</th>
<th>Cohn and Abdel-Rohman [12]</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pin-supported</td>
<td>Central point load</td>
<td>11453</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>11013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniformly distributed load</td>
<td>54719</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>49573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Central point load</td>
<td>13179</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>12343</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that the presence of normal force is significant for these arches. When comparing the analytical method of La Poutre and Snijder [15] and La Poutre [16] with the iterative method without the influence of normal force it can be seen that the iterative method produces consistently lower plastic collapse loads. This indicates that the adoption of a vertical collapse mechanism produces the lowest plastic collapse loads. The kinematic admissibility requirements were satisfied for all investigated arch configurations and yield contours.

5. Comparison with finite element results

5.1. Numerical model

Analytical solutions from the iterative method were compared to collapse loads obtained from finite element analyses (FEA). The finite element code ANSYS 11.0 was used to carry out the computations. Shell elements (SHELL181) were used to model the arch (Fig. 14). The wide flange section consists of three plates, two flanges and one web. The fillets are not modeled.

5.1.1. Loading and boundary conditions

In order to avoid excessively high stress concentrations at the supports, multipoint constraint elements (MPC184) are used. By defining a boundary condition at the centroid, the multipoint constraint elements impose a correct transfer of the displacements to the adjacent elements. Multipoint constraints are particularly suitable for modeling rigid connections. The number of MPC184 elements complies with the shell element distribution over the height of the web (Fig. 15). In order to correctly model the multi point constraint, the rigid beam option was selected. The kinematic constraints are imposed with the direct elimination method. For the arch subjected to a central point load, MPC184 elements are also applied over the height of the web to facilitate load introduction.

The calculations were carried out for a steel section HE 300A⁄. The asterisk * is used throughout the paper to illustrate that the modeled section is not identical to a commercially available section due to the absence of the fillets. The properties and dimensions of the HE 300 A⁄ arch are: yield stress \( f_y = 235 \text{ N/mm}^2 \), Young's modulus \( E = 200,000 \text{ N/mm}^2 \), yield strain \( \varepsilon_y = 0.001175 \) (Fig. 16a), width of the flange \( b = 300 \text{ mm} \), section height \( h = 290 \text{ mm} \), flange thickness \( t_f = 14 \text{ mm} \) and web thickness \( t_w = 8.5 \text{ mm} \) (Fig. 16b).

5.1.2. Mesh refinement study

The mesh refinement study is performed such that the finer mesh is always part of the larger mesh. A HE 300A⁄ with a subtended angle of 180° and an arch length \( S = 12 \text{ m} \) is subjected to a central point load. The mesh refinement study is presented in Table 7. It can be seen that by increasing the mesh density the plastic collapse load decreases. The difference between a specific mesh and mesh no. 4 is tabulated in the last column. Based on the relatively small difference between mesh no. 3 and mesh no. 4, mesh
5.1.3. Solution procedure

The analyses incorporate material non-linearities, but equilibrium is defined in the undeformed state. Plasticity is characterized by the Von Mises yield criterion and the Prandtl–Reuss flow rule. The system of equilibrium equations has to be solved iteratively. The load is divided into load steps, which in turn are divided into load increments. The load increments are successively placed on the arch and by using a series of iterations equilibrium is found. For these analyses the Newton–Raphson method has been adopted in the solution phase. The convergence criterion for the out-of-balance load vector is equal to 0.05%. In addition to the force norm check a convergence criterion of 0.05% was applied for the displacement increments. All analyses are load controlled where the loads act on the centerline of the cross-section. The plastic collapse load is identified by the last converged load increment. Load-deflection characteristics are depicted in Fig. 17 for HE 300A’ arches with two different subtended angles. The loads for the pin-supported arch with a uniformly distributed load are multiplied by the arch span L in order to plot the data in the same graph as for the arch with a central point load. A fixed HE 300A’ arch with a central load with the equivalent plastic strain distribution at plastic collapse is shown in Fig. 18 for two subtended angles. It can be seen that for the arch with \(2\gamma = 120^\circ\), five plastic hinges are present indicating that a flexural mechanism takes place. Only three hinges are formed in the arch with \(2\gamma = 20^\circ\) featuring a compressive mechanism.

5.2. Pin-supported arch with central point load

A full comparison between the finite element method and iterative method for a pin-supported HE 300A’ section arch subjected to a central point load is given in Table 8. This was done for two arch lengths: \(S = 12\) m and \(S = 16\) m. It can be seen that the iterative method is able to give the plastic collapse load with good accuracy. The kinematic admissibility requirements are fulfilled for all investigated angles. The ratio is defined as: \(F_{pl} (FEA)/F_{pl} (Iterative\ method)\).

Through a comparison between the plastic collapse loads as obtained with the iterative method and finite element analyses it can be seen that a maximum error of 5% is found. The iterative method produces more accurate results for deep arches than for shallow arches.

5.3. Pin-supported arch with uniformly distributed load

The same arch geometries are used to make a comparison between the iterative method and finite element analyses when they are subjected to a uniformly distributed load. The plastic collapse loads from FEA and the iterative method are shown in Table 9. Similar to the previous load case, good agreement between both methods is found. For all investigated subtended angles, the kinematic admissibility requirements are met.
For pin-supported arches with a uniformly distributed load the iterative method is able to give accurate values of the plastic collapse load. A remarkable error of 18 is observed for an arch with $c = 10$ and $S = 16$ m.

### 5.4. Fixed arch with central point load

An identical loadcase compared to Section 5.2 is examined, with the exception that the arch is fixed instead of pin-supported. Three kinematic admissibility requirements have to be met in order to ascertain the correct mechanism occurs. All results are presented in Table 10. It can be seen that the kinematic admissibility requirements are not fulfilled for the shallow arches for which $2\gamma \leq 30^\circ$. This explains the difference of 25–35% between the finite element results and results from the iterative method for $2\gamma = 10^\circ$.

### 6. Design graphs

A design graph to approximate the plastic collapse load of an arch was developed that is independent of the arch length $S$, full plastic moment $M_{pl}$ and squash load $N_{pl}$ of the cross section, thereby covering a wide range of arch configurations. A non-dimensional slenderness parameter $\lambda$ is introduced:

$$\lambda = \frac{M_{pl}}{N_{pl}S}$$  \hspace{1cm} (41)

A similar parameter was proposed by Maeda and Fujimoto [11] and Chakrabarty [13]. The proposed graph yields plastic collapse loads in a non-dimensional form:

$$w_F = \frac{F_{pl}}{R_{M_{pl}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (42)

$$w_Q = \frac{q_{pl}R^2}{M_{pl}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (43)

where $w_F$ and $w_Q$ are the normalized plastic collapse loads for an arch with a central point load and a uniformly distributed load, respectively. Design graphs have been developed for two different yield contours. The yield contour discussed in Section 2.3 in addition to a contour given in Eurocode 3 EN 1993-1-1 [20]. In Eurocode 3 the influence of axial force on the plastic moment capacity need

![Fig. 17. Load–deflection characteristics.](image)

(a) Flexural mechanism for HE 300A*, $S = 12$ m, $2\gamma = 120^\circ$

(b) Compressive mechanism for HE 300A*, $S = 12$ m, $2\gamma = 20^\circ$

![Fig. 18. Equivalent plastic strains at failure for a fixed arch (mesh not shown) for (a) flexural mechanism and (b) compressive mechanism.](image)

| $2\gamma$ ($^\circ$) | $S = 12$ m | | $S = 16$ m |
|---------------------|------------|------------|------------|------------|
|                     | FEA        | Iterative method | Ratio    | FEA        | Iterative method | Ratio    |
|                     | $\phi_0/\phi_1$ | $\Delta_{mech}/\phi_1$ |          | $\phi_0/\phi_1$ | $\Delta_{mech}/\phi_1$ |          |
| 10                  | 205        | 195        | >0        | >0        | 1.05        | 190        | 181        | >0        | >0        | 1.05 |
| 30                  | 400        | 398        | >0        | >0        | 1.01        | 354        | 343        | >0        | >0        | 1.03 |
| 60                  | 555        | 536        | >0        | >0        | 1.04        | 458        | 441        | >0        | >0        | 1.04 |
| 90                  | 603        | 603        | >0        | >0        | 1.00        | 499        | 483        | >0        | >0        | 1.03 |
| 120                 | 620        | 637        | >0        | >0        | 0.97        | 506        | 501        | >0        | >0        | 1.01 |
| 150                 | 644        | 648        | >0        | >0        | 0.99        | 492        | 498        | >0        | >0        | 0.99 |
| 180                 | 622        | 643        | >0        | >0        | 0.97        | 480        | 485        | >0        | >0        | 0.99 |

Table 8

Comparison of plastic collapse loads obtained from FEA and iterative method for pin-supported arches with central point load [kN].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$2\gamma$ (°)</th>
<th>$S = 12$ m</th>
<th>$S = 16$ m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_2/\psi_1$</td>
<td>$\Delta_{\text{mol}}/\psi_1$</td>
<td>$\psi_3/\psi_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

not be taken into account when the following requirements are satisfied.

$$|N| \leq 0.25N_{pl} \quad \text{and} \quad |N| \leq 0.5h_0t_{fwy}/\gamma_{md}$$

(44)

When these requirements are not met, the plastic moment capacity must be reduced according to the following yield contour

$$\psi = \frac{M}{M_{pl}} \leq \left(1 - \frac{M}{M_{pl}}\right) \left(1 - 0.5\alpha\right)$$

(45)

$$\alpha = (A - b_{tf})/A$$

where $h_0$ is the height of the web (or $h - 2t_f$), $A$ is the area of the cross-section, and $\gamma_{md}$ is a partial factor for cross-section resistance, recommended value: 1.0.

All results for various values of $\lambda$ are presented in Figs. 19–21 for pin-supported arches subject to a central point load, pin-supported arches with a uniformly distributed load and for fixed arches subject to a central point load, respectively. They include two yield contours. The subtended angle ($2\gamma$) of the arches is varied between 10° and 180°.

The kinematic admissibility imposes a limitation on the applicability of the iterative method for fixed arches. Especially for shallow configurations the kinematic admissibility requirement is no longer met and the obtained results cannot be used. The range of subtended angles for which the iterative method violates the kinematic admissibility requirements depends on the arch parameter $\lambda$. For fixed arches with relatively large values for $\lambda$, the threshold angle $2\gamma$ beyond which the iterative method can be used is approximately 70° (see Fig. 21). For arch configurations with smaller...
values for \( \lambda \) this threshold angle \( 2\gamma \) is 30°. In Fig. 21 the range of applicability of the iterative procedure is illustrated with a solid black line. The iterative procedure is allowed for arches with \( \lambda \) values and subtended angles to the right of the black line.

In Figs. 19–21 it can be seen that the normalized collapse load increases, as the subtended angle decreases, for constant values of \( \lambda \). In addition, as \( \lambda \) increases, the normalized collapse load decreases for a constant value of \( 2\gamma \). The influence of \( \lambda \) on the normalized collapse load is closely related to the load case and support conditions. It can be seen that for a HE 300A section the adoption of the yield contour from Section 2.3 or that of Eurocode 3 has little influence on the normalized collapse load. In general it can be stated that for the HE 300A section the Eurocode 3 yield contour yields lower plastic collapse loads.

7. Discussion

7.1. Change of mechanism

The iterative method gives accurate values for the plastic collapse load of pin-supported arches with a central point load and pin-supported arches with a uniformly distributed load in addition to fixed arches with a central point load. From the comparison between the iterative method and finite element analyses it was found that for shallow fixed arches with a central point load the iterative method yields less accurate results. This lack of accuracy is attributed to the assumption of a flexural mechanism, not a compressive mechanism. The subtended angle \( 2\gamma \) for which the flexural mechanism is no longer justified depends on the load case. For a
fixed arch subject to a central point load, the minimum angle $2\gamma$ to initiate a flexural mechanism is approximately 30–70° depending on the arch non-dimensional slenderness according to Eq. (41).

7.2. Use of different yield contours

The design graphs were developed for wide flange sections subject to bending about their major axes for which the yield contour is defined according to Eq. (1). The iterative method is also applicable to sections with a different yield contour. The yield contour can be expanded to include the influence of shear forces on the reduced plastic moment capacity. This alteration can be useful in the design of stocky arches for which the influence of shear forces is significant.

7.3. Iterative method

Although a closed-form solution is preferred over an iterative procedure, the latter was unavoidable, since there is a non-linear relationship between the acting loads and the reduced plastic moment capacity in the arch. For a pin-supported arch with a uniformly distributed load an additional iteration is necessary to find the compressive force at plastic hinge no. 2. An iterative method was also adopted in earlier studies: Onat and Prager [7] used a trial-and-error method to determine angle $\theta_2$ to compute the plastic collapse load and similarly Stevens [8] developed a so-called ‘reiteration process’ to adjust the horizontal thrust until both the lower and upper bound conditions were satisfied.

The iterative method can be replaced by graphical methods. This is schematically illustrated in Fig. 22 for a pin-supported arch with a central point load. When plotting a curve for $F_{pl}$ (Eq. (6)) and a curve for $F_{pl}$ (Eq. (10)) on the ordinate with the normalized normal force at the crown $N_0/N_0$ on the abscissa (Fig. 22b) the normal force at the onset of plastic collapse load is found at the intersection between both curves. It can be seen that when the normal force at the crown is $-0.308N_0F_{est}$ is equal to $F_{pl}$. An analogous representation is given in Fig. 22c with the ratio between $F_{est}$ and $F_{pl}$ and the convergence criteria $\varepsilon$ (as used in the iterative method) expressed versus the normalized normal force at the crown.

8. Conclusions

This paper presents an analytical method in the form of an iterative technique to estimate the in-plane plastic collapse load of circular pin-supported arches with a central point load, pin-supported arches with a uniformly distributed load and fixed arches with a central point load. The lower-bound theorem and upper-bound-theorem of plastic theory were combined to arrive at an expression versus the normalized normal force at the crown. It can be seen that when the normal force at the crown is $-0.308N_0F_{est}$ is equal to $F_{pl}$. An analogous representation is given in Fig. 22c with the ratio between $F_{est}$ and $F_{pl}$ and the convergence criteria $\varepsilon$ (as used in the iterative method) expressed versus the normalized normal force at the crown.
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